We propose two tiers of modiications to FPGA logic cell architecture to deliver a variety of performance and utilization beneits with only minor area overheads. In the irst tier, we augment existing commercial logic cell datapaths with a 6-input XOR gate in order to improve the expressiveness of each element, while maintaining backward compatibility. This new architecture is vendor-agnostic, and we refer to it as LUXOR. We also consider a secondary tier of vendor-speciic modiications to both Xilinx and Intel FPGAs, which we refer to as X-LUXOR+ and I-LUXOR+ respectively. We demonstrate that compressor tree synthesis using generalized parallel counters (GPCs) is further improved with the proposed modiications. Using both the Intel adaptive logic module and the Xilinx slice at the 65nm technology node for a comparative study, it is shown that the silicon area overhead is less than 0.5% for LUXOR and 5ś6% for LUXOR+, while the delay increments are 1ś6% and 3ś9% respectively. We demonstrate that LUXOR can deliver an average reduction of 13ś19% in logic utilization on micro-benchmarks from a variety of domains.BNN benchmarks beneit the most with an average reduction of 37ś47% in logic utilization, which is due to the highly-eicient mapping of the XnorPopcount operation on our proposed LUXOR+ logic cells.
INTRODUCTION
The design of parallel computer arithmetic circuits is a well established ield of research dating back to the works of Wallace [30] , Dadda [4] , Swartzlander [26] , Verma [28] , and others. In the context of ield-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), there has always been Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for proit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the irst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciic permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. FPGA '20, February 23ś25, 2020, Seaside, CA, USA © 2020 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7099-8/20/02. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3373087.3375303 interest in specialized arithmetic primitives which improve performance over a wide range of application domains. One such primitive, Generalized Parallel Counters (GPCs), enables fast accumulation of compressor trees. Work from Parandeh-Afshar et. al. [21] motivated the use of GPCs on FPGAs, while Kumm et. al. [12] demonstrated software techniques that automate the design of optimal compressor tree implementations for FPGAs. However, modern FPGA lookup table (LUT) based architectures are not particularly eicient for implementation of compressor trees [19] .
In this paper, we show that support for compressor trees in FPGAs could be signiicantly improved through minor modiications to the logic element (LE). This is beneicial for implementing low-precision and multi-operand operations. One example of interest is that compressor trees and GPCs can be used to accelerate the XnorPopcount operations within binarized neural networks (BNNs) [1] , which forms the critical path of the model's execution. BNNs enable neural networks to be utilized in resource constrained applications and can be deployed eiciently on FPGAs [13, 34] ; our optimizations would improve their performance further.
LUXOR is a portmanteau of the acronyms LUT and XOR. Its design is motivated by the observation that the Boolean XOR operation is very commonly found in optimized compressor trees. This is corroborated by Verma et. al. in [29] , where they exploited the correlations between the operands of the XOR function to improve delay for ASIC implementations. Our goal is to utilize this insight in a similar vein, but optimized for FPGAs.
Our proposed changes provide a means to eiciently implement compressor trees using new area-optimized GPCs, which can all be applied to a large variety and/or important classes of applications. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• A new logic element, LUXOR, that integrates a 6-input XOR gate with commercial FPGA logic elements. This architecture independent modiication improves the implementation of XnorPopcount operation and the most commonly used GPC. • LUXOR+, an amalgamation of LUXOR with further Intel (I-LUXOR+) and Xilinx (X-LUXOR+) architecture-speciic optimizations to achieve further resource reduction. To the best of our knowledge, this leads to the most eicient reported logic element based GPC, called C06060606, which can be mapped to just a single Xilinx slice. • A novel integer linear programming (ILP) formulation based on the lexible Ternary Adder approach proposed in [22] to optimally map compressor tree problems to LUXOR cells. • Quantitative investigation of the beneits of LUXOR and LUXOR+ architectures using a set of more than 50 microbenchmarks. Our results also show the positive beneits of the proposed LUXOR and LUXOR+ enhancements in SMIC 65nm standard cell technology. • The ILP-based compressor tree synthesizer, benchmarks and  design iles required to generate the results in this paper are  open source to support reproducible research, and available at github.com/raminrasoulinezhad/LUXOR_FPGA20.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background on parallel counters, GPCs, compressors, and compressor trees. Our LUXOR and LUXOR+ enhancements are presented in Section 3, and the accompanying ILP formulation in Section 4. The experiment results are given in Section 5. Finally, we present conclusions in Section 6.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Parallel Counters
Parallel counters are digital circuits that simply count the number of asserted bits in the input, returning this value as a binary output. They can be speciied in (p:q) notation, where p is the number of input bits, and q is the number of output bits used to express the result in binary notation. Half-adders (HA) and full-adders (FA) are commonly used parallel counters, denoted as (2:2) and (3:2) respectively. Parallel counters can also be expressed in dot notation [6] as shown for the full-adder in Figure 1a . We use this notation frequently in this paper to visualize various designs, and use the terms bits and dots interchangeably. Figure 1b shows how FAs can be used in parallel to implement a single stage of carry-save addition for a 3-bit (3b) 3-operand addition. Note that each FA takes inputs from a single-column, and hence, all input bits to a parallel counter have the same rank, i.e. they all have the same weight.
Full-Adder
Sum Carry (a) FA takes in three bits (dots) and produces two outputs: sum and carry 
Generalized Parallel Counters
Generalized Parallel Counters, or GPCs, were irst proposed by Meo [14] and subsequently shown by Parandeh-Afshar et. al. [17] to map eiciently to FPGAs. Unlike parallel counters, GPCs allow input bits to have diferent weights, which, in the dot notation, make the GPCs appear as multi-column counters. Figure 2 shows the dot notation of some previously published GPCs [22] . Mathematically, GPCs are written as a tuple: (p n−1 , ..., p 1 , p 0 :q m−1 , ..., q 1 , q 0 ), where p i is the number of input bits in the i t h column, and q j is the number of output bits in the j t h column. FPGA implementations can be classiied as lookup table-based GPCs [10] , or carry-chain-based GPCs [18] . As their names suggest, the łshapež of a GPC can have a profound impact on its hardware implementation on FPGAs, and subsequently its performance and eiciency in a compressor tree. Popular metrics to quantify the eiciency of a GPC include [20, 22] :
Arithmetic slack,
where p and q are the number of input and output bits to/from the GPC respectively, k is the area utilization (in LEs) of the GPC, and d is the critical path delay (in nanoseconds) of the GPC implementation. We tabulate the eiciency of each GPC studied in this work using these metrics later in this paper ( Table 1 and Table 3 ). Compressors can be considered parallel counters, with one main diference: they have explicit carry-in (Cin) and carry-out (Cout) bits that can be connected to adjacent compressors in the same stage, as shown in Figure 3b . In contrast to carry-propagate adders, the carrychains between compressors are not cascaded and hence reduce the critical path. Instead they are connected in a carry-save manner.
Compressors
So the overall delay of the circuit scales much better ( Figure 4 ). To the best of our knowledge, the (4:2) compressor (see Figure 3a ) is the only FPGA-friendly [11] ) design that targets Xilinx FPGAs, while no eicient compressors exist for Intel devices. Parandeh-Afshar et al. [19] addressed this issue by proposing conigurable carry-chains as modiications to the Intel Adaptive Logic Module (ALM), supporting 6:2 and/or 7:2 compressors.
For brevity, we describe adders/compressors/GPCs with a simpliied notation omitting commas. For example, we describe the GPC (6:1,1,1) as C6:111, the (4:2) compressor as C4:2, or the full adder (3:1,1) as C3:11.
Adder and Compressor Trees
For multi-operand addition, we can build adder trees by chaining multiple ripple-carry adders (RCA). Figure 4a shows addition of 3×3b operands. The carry-out from each FA/HA propagates to the next FA, which results in a long critical path along the carry-chain (shown in red). While the RCA has a small area footprint, this long delay is undesirable and can limit performance, especially for operands with large bitwidth.
The carry-save adder (CSA) [5] addresses this issue by treating the full-adder as a C3:11 compressor and breaking the carry-chain as shown in Figure 4b . By avoiding the carry chain, the delay is largely determined by the depth of the tree. However, the inal stage must be reduced to the inal answer using an RCA. Nevertheless, the CSA adder reduces the overall delay of the addition. For the example in Figure 4 , the critical path delay has one less full-adder-delay. This idea of breaking the carry-chain dependency up till the inal RCA stage is the basis behind compressor trees. A compressor tree is simply a circuit that takes in a set of binary values (or dots) that represent multiple operands, and outputs the result as a sum and carry. Stage 0 in Figure 1b is a compressor tree that produces sum and carry bits as inputs into Stage 1, which are then evaluated by an RCA to produce the inal result (see HA→FA→HA row in Figure 4b , which is the RCA stage). Compressor trees can be built using GPCs, compressors, or both, and eicient compressor tree design is an active area of research with large bodies of existing literature [11, 12, 18ś22, 29] .
The reader is encouraged to read [19] for a more detailed background on parallel counters, GPCs, compressors, and diferent methods of compressor tree implementations.
Xilinx FPGA Logic Elements
The Xilinx conigurable logic block (CLB) [33] is composed of two slices, which are the basic unit of the FPGA's soft-fabric. Each slice is composed of four 6-input LEs, including 6-input LUT and additional circuitry such as registers and multiplexers, which give the slice its expressiveness. Figure 5a (in black) shows a quarter of the slice architecture (an 6-input LE and the corresponding circuits) found in the modern Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGAs. Another notable feature of the slice is the presence of a fast carry-chain between the LEs, which is often used to implement arithmetic circuits such as RCAs. The architectural modiications proposed in this work are at the quarter slice abstraction.
Intel FPGA Logic Elements
The main logic element in Intel FPGAs is the adaptive logic module (ALM) [8] . Figure 5b (in black) shows the ALM architecture of a modern Stratix-10 device. Each ALM is composed of a fracturable 6-input LUT, while primitives such as full-adders and multiplexers help to support higher-order boolean functions. Ten ALMs on Intel FPGAs are grouped to form a logic array block (LAB), which augments the ALMs with more primitives such as HyperFlex registers, local interconnect, and conigurable carry-chains [8] . Our proposed modiications in this paper are at the ALM abstraction.
Related Work
Parallel digital arithmetic circuits have been explored since the 1960s [4, 26, 30] , but FPGA-based compressor trees were only popularized in the past two decades, primarily from work by Parandeh-Afshar et. al. [17, 19] and Kumm et. al. [11, 12] . In [19] , the authors proposed architectural changes to the Intel ALM carry-chains such that large compressors like (6:2) and (7:2) can be eiciently mapped to single ALMs. Although their proposed compressor is very eicient, for modern applications such as BNN popcounting [13] , these compressors would be signiicantly underutilized. Similarly, Kim et. al. [9] and Boutros et. al. [2] propose changes to the FPGA architecture, by adding sum-chain and extra carry chains respectively, speciically for modern deep neural network applications, which do not necessarily beneit general-purpose compressor trees. Our proposed changes are motivated by insight into modern GPC-based compressor tree designs, and beneit a larger suite of old and new benchmarks.
FPGA LOGIC CELL ENHANCEMENTS
In this section, we describe in detail the proposed hardware architecture modiications that further improve the performance of GPCs on FPGAs. We focus our eforts on improving the design of the logic cell of FPGAs from the two major FPGA vendors, Intel and Xilinx. Our modiications are organized into two tiers: (1) A vendor-agnostic change to both Intel and Xilinx FPGA logic cells, and (2), a vendor-speciic modiication on top that further optimizes performance. We refer to these logic cell design tiers as LUXOR, and LUXOR+ respectively. Both LUXOR and LUXOR+ are backward-compatible and retains pin-interchangeability, i.e. any existing design maps equally well to these new architectures.
LUXOR
Our irst proposed modiication is to add a 6-input XOR gate (XOR6) to both Intel and Xilinx FPGA cells. The XOR6 is parallel to the LUT and re-uses its inputs and output path as shown in Figure 5 . This modiication is motivated by the observation that the C6:111 GPC is dominant in modern FPGA-based compressor tree designs. To quantify that claim, we analyzed optimal solutions of compressor trees from a set of 50+ micro-benchmarks that are commonly found in various domains (e.g. popcounting, multi-operand addition, FIR ilters, etc) using eicient GPCs and compressors for Xilinx architecture from reference [22] . Figure 6 shows a histogram of the percentage count and cost (in LEs) for all GPCs across all solutions. Due to its compression eiciency, C6:111 is used more than a third of the time, and as a result, most of the hardware is dedicated towards its implementation. In modern FPGAs, the C6:111 maps to 3 LUTs, but by providing an explicit XOR6 datapath inside each logic cell, we can bring that cost down to 2 LEs. This is done by mapping the irst output bit to the XOR6 rather than using a separate LE. Hence, LUXOR can deliver a resource utilization reduction for the most commonly-used GPC of up to 33%.
Another very useful feature of the LUXOR design is its applicability to binarized neural networks (BNNs). In BNNs, the core computational workload is generated by the convolution layers, which are reduced via a XnorPopcount [24] operation for the binary case. Consider the XnorPopcount operation between three binary activations (x 0 , x 1 , and x 2 ) and their corresponding binary weights (w 0 , w 1 , and w 2 ). The required computation is:
where ⊕ and ⊕ represent the XNOR and XOR operations respectively.
This XnorPopcount operation gets mapped to 2 LEs on modern FPGAs, as shown in Figure 7a ś one LE to compute the sum bit, and the other to compute the carry bit. With LUXOR, however, this computation can be mapped to just a single logic element via a Boolean transformation, where the Sum bit (S) can now be <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% <1% Figure 6 : Total percentage count and cost of each GPC/compressor found in optimal solutions of compressor trees across 50+ Micro-Benchmarks from a variety of ields. The GPC/compressor list is according to [22] expressed as:
which is essentially a XOR6 function where the complement of the weights are used. The LUT-6 implements the carry logic in this case, and both outputs from a single Xilinx slice can now be used to compute the partial products of the binarized convolution layer (see Figure 7b ). Finally, to compute the output activations of the convolution layer, all the partial sums have to be summed, which can be visualized as a tall two-column many-operand instruction of carry and sum bits, as shown in Figure 7c . This can be eiciently reduced using a compressor tree, which is also improved by our proposed LUXOR modiications. 
LUXOR+
3.2.1 LUXOR+ for Xilinx FPGAs (X-LUXOR+). Reference [22] proposes the atoms (ś06ś, ś14ś, ś22ś), as primitives to construct slicebased GPCs. Atoms are 2-column-input GPCs which mapped well to half of a slice (2 LEs) and can be connected via fast in-slice carrychains to form wider GPCs, called couple. Note, the irst atom in a couple can also accept one extra input in the irst rank, except ś06ś for structural reasons. For instance ś06ś and ś22ś atoms builds two couples as C0623:11111 and C2206:11111. All combinations of these three atoms as well as C1325:11111 (which is also a slice-based GPC but not decomposable) are listed in the baseline section of Table 1 .
The blue datapath in Figure 5a highlights the proposed modiication to the Xilinx FPGA slice. It involves modiication of the carry chain datapath, introducing additional logic to allow the output from the XOR6 gate to be propagated into the carry-chain. This allows us to improve the implementation of slice-based GPCs. This enables us to map atom ś06ś to a quarter slice and consequently ofers new set of slice-based GPCs such as C06060606:111111111, which can be mapped to just a single slice. This particular GPC has a very high compression eiciency of 3.75, which is more than any other existing GPCs in the literature. The X-LUXOR+ portion of Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the new GPCs for Xilinx FPGAs.
We provide a simple illustration of the impact of our X-LUXOR and X-LUXOR+ optimizations in Figure 8 . The penultimate (red) column can be implemented with a C6:111 compressor, requiring 2 LEs (instead of 3 in the unmodiied case) in X-LUXOR. X-LUXOR+ is able to use the C06060606:111111111 GPC, which further reduces resource usage. In general, X-LUXOR has the greatest impact on tallskinny compressor trees, which require signiicant use of C6:111, and hence has greater gains for wide compressor trees. Figure 6 , the C25:121 GPC, originally suggested in [22] , is also a very eicient. Figure 9 shows that it can be implemented using two sets of two 5-shared-input functions, occupying 2 ALMs. I-LUXOR+ introduces a majority circuit and full-adder to the ALM datapath, called MajFA (blue in Figure 5b ), to explicitly implement S1 and C1 while S0 and C0 can be implemented in parallel with two 5-input LUT which shares the inputs in a ALM. This modiication captures C25:121 in a single ALM instead of two. In summary, I-LUXOR+ reduces the cost of two highly used GPCs, C6:111 and C25:121, by one LUT (33% and 50% respectively). 
LUXOR+ for Intel FPGAs (I-LUXOR+). Note that in

ILP-BASED COMPRESSOR TREE SYNTHESIS
Many commonly used arithmetic operations such as multiplications, multiply-add, or digital ilters can be expressed compactly as compressor tree hardware implementations. However, realizing eicient compressor trees is a non-trivial task that typically requires software automation. Methods to do eicient compressor tree synthesis include heuristics-guided search [16, 22, 25] , integer linear programs (ILP) [12, 29] , or hybrid approaches [10] . We opt for the ILP method in this work, and use ideas from [12] and [22] as inspiration. Our goal is to quantify the efect of our proposed LUXOR/LUXOR+ modiications on eicient compressor tree synthesis for commonly-used arithmetic operations in modern applications. Figure 10 encapsulates the worklow of our ILP formulation, and we detail each building block shown in the igure. Table 2 serves as a reference for all the variables used in this section. Note that, for clarity, all variable names in Table 2 are local to this section, and should not be confused with nomenclature in other sections.
Objective
There are two key metrics that quantify the efectiveness of a compressor tree implementation on FPGAs: area utilization in LUTs and the critical path delay, which is strongly correlated to the number of stages in the compressor tree. Hence, the objective function to an ILP program should be described in a way that minimizes these two metrics for each input micro-benchmark. To minimize the area cost, the objective function can be written as follows:
To model the number of stages in the objective function, the authors in [12] cost function. However, we found this optimization strategy to be slow for diicult problems, and in some cases, the solver returns a solution that takes more stages than required. To tackle this issue, we design a runtime manager that improves the speed of the optimization process.
Runtime manager and solver
Instead of modeling St as a heuristic in the objective function, we rely on an iterative approach where we query the solver to ind an optimal solution within a ixed maximum stage limit, St max . This limit is relaxed incrementally until a feasible solution is found. In practice, we found that the solver was able to determine infeasibility within a few seconds, whilst being able to ind a feasible integer solution within a few minutes. This iterative approach was [10] by combining the ILP optimality search with heuristics to guide the solver. We use the IBM CPLEX v12.9 [3] ILP solver (under academic license), and design a Python3-based interface for the runtime manager using the PuLP package [15] .
Constraints
Since the the input stage captures the input shape of the benchmark, we set constraints on the input stage as follows: N 0,c = X c for c = 0,1,2,...,C-1
For subsequent stages, there are two constraints required to guide the solver towards a feasible compressor tree architecture, such that input/output requirements of each stage are met:
for c = 0,1,2,...,C-1 for s = 1,2,3,...,St-1
The irst constraint ensures that all bits in each column of every stage are used as inputs by compressors in the next stage. The second constraint ensures that the number of bits produced by the compressors in the previous stage matches the number of input bits in the following stage. Both these constraints can also be found in [12] .
In each stage, the number of carry-bits in each column are computed in (5) , where the division by two is due to the increase in the column's radix.
This can be formulated as an ILP constraint as follows:
C s,0 = 0 for c = 0,1,2,...,C-1 for s = 0,2,3,...,St-1
Note that the number of input carry-bits into the irst column is always set to 0. When solving the model iteratively, as described above, the constraints on the inal stage guide the solver to converge to the solution. In [22] , the author proposes a novel ragged carry-propagate architecture for the inal accumulation stage for Xilinx FPGAs. This architecture reduces the overall number of stages required, and hence, we opt for this strategy on Xilinx FPGAs. Unlike [22] , where the author uses a heuristic solver, we model the ragged carry-propagate adder into our model for the inal stage as three constraints: for our baseline, we use the GPC/compressor set deined by Preußer [22] , who pruned a set from Kumm and Zipf [11] . For our LUXOR experiments, we reduce the cost of C6:111 GPCs from 3 to 2 logic elements, as described in Section 3.2.1. For LUXOR+, in addition to the smaller version of C6:111, we add all the new slice-based GPCs described in Table 1 to our model. We denote these results as X-LUXOR and X-LUXOR+ respectively.
Intel compressor set.
When targeting Intel architectures, our baseline compressor set is based on a GPC set proposed by Parandeh-Afshar et al. [20] , augmented with the C25:121 compressor from [22] . Since this GPC set is large, to minimise run-time of our ILP, we pruned this set using the GPC selection approach and metric described by Preußer [22] . Parandeh-Afshar et al. [20] have gathered a group of LUT-based and arithmetic-based GPCs for Intel architectures. In the irst three line of Table 3 , we show the eiciency and compression metrics of our selected GPCs according to the APD (Equation 3 ) metric, which measures the eiciency of a GPC taking into account delay and resource usage. We also considered the delay itself, since some of the proposed GPCs, such as C7:111, ofer slightly better S (compression rates) but their reported delay is 3.5× greater. In addition, we included C3:11 and C25:121 in the baseline GPC set for Intel architecture. Similar to our X-LUXOR experiments with Xilinx architectures, we reduce the cost of C6:111 GPCs from 3 to 2 logic elements for I-LUXOR. For I-LUXOR+, as well as using the upgraded version of C6:111, we reduce the cost of C25:121 from 2 to 1 LE as described in Section 3.2.2. We also comment that the efect of the I-LUXOR and I-LUXOR+ enhancements are highlighted by the metrics, as demonstrated by the last two rows of Table3. Due to the lower logic element cost, the APD of both GPCs show signiicant improvement.
Micro-Benchmarks
To evaluate the improvements of our proposed architectures, we use diferent basic operations that are commonly found in various domains in three categories: 1) Low-rank inputs including popcount and two-column count (based on [22] , but with additional input sizes) 2) High-rank inputs including multi-addition [12] , 3-MAC operation (described below), and a FIR-3 ilter from [20] , and 3) BNN XnorPopcount operation for various input sizes, where the ilter sizes are taken from the networks in [1, 7] . These three categories highlight the beneits and limitations of LUXOR and LUXOR+ architectures, as the chosen operations appears in various applications, especially digital signal processing and neural networks which are the most important concerns of new FPGA architectures [2, 23] .
3-MAC operation.
The 3śMAC operation is modeled according to the following equation:
Note that since there are 3 pairs of inputs, instead of computing partial products then and summing their results, we can select partial products of the same rank and perform a primary compression. The cost of this step is included in our result. The resulting tree forms the input to the compressor. We repeat this for diferent input widths (N ). 
RESULTS
In this section we present results from experiments undertaken to evaluate the performance of the LUXOR and LUXOR+ architectural enhancements.
ASIC Modeling: Delay and Area Overheads
We model state-of-the-art Intel Stratix-10 ALM unit [8] , and Xilinx UltraScale+ slice [32, 33] according to their respective data sheet descriptions. For the ASIC metric analysis, we synthesize our Verilog models using SMIC 65-nm technology standard cell by Synopsis Design Compiler 2013.12. Post synthesis results are reported and the synthesis strategy was set to łTiming Optimizationž since it usually leads to a better Area × Delay product. We note that while our approach to estimating area and delay overheads using standard cells may difer slightly from an commercial full custom layout, in either case the overhead is minimal. Table 4 gives the post-synthesis area and timing results for the Intel baseline, I-LUXOR, Intel+MajFA and I-LUXOR+ modiications to the ALM. From the table, it can be seen that the delay increase of I-LUXOR is about 1% while the area increase is less than 0.5%. This demonstrates that there is little overhead associated with adding a 6input XOR gate to the ALM unit. In contrast, adding MajFA circuits will increase the area and delay by 2% and 5% respectively (see description in Section 3.2.2). The full I-LUXOR+ implementation, has 3% and 5% delay and area overhead respectively. We believe that the unexpectedly large increase in area compared to the individual efect of each modiication arises from the performance-driven synthesis optimization. For measuring the critical path, we removed the multiplexers connecting the ALM's outputs to its input, and thus it is measured from: an input, through a LUT and two-coupled full adders (FAs) to an output multiplexer.
In a Xilinx slice, the critical path is from an input, passing through the irst LUT (A) and four carry-chain circuits, and ending with the last output multiplexer. This path is also the critical path after applying LUXOR(+) for both architectures.
The synthesized Xilinx baseline slice model has an area of 6045 um 2 . We compare the reported critical path with that from the Virtex-5 datasheet, which was a device that was also manufactured with the similar 65 nm process. Reference [31] reports the critical path from an input, through four carry circuits to the output (T IT O ) as 0.67, 0.77, or 0.90-ns for three diferent speed grades. Comparing these values with our value of 0.84 ns from Table 5 , consistency with our synthesis results was veriied. The same table shows that X-LUXOR has similar area utilization and a 6% increase in delay, while X-LUXOR+ has 6% area and 9% delay overheads.
Since the routing delay strongly contributes to the total delay, the LUXOR(+) delay advantages are diluted in practice. Although 
Benchmark Performance
The efect of our ILP approach on resource utilization in logic elements is afected by the choice of primitives in the primary stage (if applicable), compression tree stages, and the last stage (inal ternary adder in Intel or the equivalent relaxed ternary adder for Xilinx architectures as proposed in [22] ). Table 6 compares our technique with that of [22] for X-LUXOR and X-LUXOR+ where test cases are popcount and double column popcount operations indicated respectively by S and D, concatenated with input size. As can be seen in the baseline column, our ILP approach uses fewer logic elements (LEs) and stages for all benchmark problems compared with the heuristic approach, since an optimal solution is found. While the X-LUXOR enhancement signiicantly reduces the number of LEs compared with the baseline, X-LUXOR+ achieves a further reduction in the number of stages. Figure 11 shows the savings in LEs for Xilinx architectures over a larger micro-benchmark set, with the red star also indicating a reduction in number of stages by one. of C6:111 implementations and achieves the best savings for the 1024-input popcount problem at 22% reduction. Less improvement is seen for two-column popcount, as in the irst stage, C25:121 has better arithmetic slack (A) while ofering the same eiciency. This observation was also made in [1] . X-LUXOR+ ofers a new set of the state of the art compression rate and compression eiciency. On average, X-LUXOR+ can reduce area utilization on the low-rank input popcount and two-column popcount benchmarks by 22% and 15% respectively. For the high-rank benchmarks (multi-operand addition, FIR-3 and 3-MAC), the inputs are wide enough to beneit from the slice based GPCs. The C6:111 compressor is not signiicantly utilized. However, X-LUXOR+ ofers higher compression rates and hence achieves 39% and 18% improvement in multi-addition and 3-MAC benchmarks respectively and in some cases the required number of stages is also reduced by one. Figure 12 shows the same result for Intel I-LUXOR, and I-LUXOR+ architectures. More dramatic resource savings are apparent over Xilinx, particularly for low-rank problems using I-LUXOR+. Since I-LUXOR and I-LUXOR+ do not present new compressors, no reduction in number of stages is achieved. However, because the baseline ofers no wide GPC, the resource reduction of I-LUXOR is more signiicant (averaging 24% and 17% for popcount and double popcount). I-LUXOR+ ofers an enhanced C25:121 GPC which is the most eicient GPC for the Intel architecture. This leads to 35% and 39% resource savings for popcounting and two-column counting.
Performance on BNNs
Binarized neural networks ofer a new challenge for FPGA architectures as 1-bit multiply-accumulate operations require XNOR and popcount operations to be eicient. As explained in Section 3.1 the irst computation stage (Multiplication) should be merged with the early compression circuits, leading to an eicient implementation (as illustrated in Figure 7(a) ). If the number of input pairs is N , N /3 fused units are required in the primary stage. LUXOR can implement this fused computation using a single LE rather than two LEs in the baseline architectures leading to N /3 fewer LE utilization. In addition, after implementation of the primary stage, a two-column counting problem with the height of N /3 is encountered.
As shown in Figure 13 , these two optimizations lead to almost the same 34% resource reduction for LUXOR modiication on both Xilinx and Intel architectures. Moreover, as described before, X-LUXOR+ cannot reduce the number of LEs signiicantly for lowrank inputs, and hence, the best area savings for BNNs plateaus at 37%. In the case when the input size is 3×3×256, the number of stages is reduced by one, which would give us a signiicant improvement in delay. In comparison, I-LUXOR+ reduces the number of LEs signiicantly at an average of 47%, but without reducing the number of stages.
CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed several low-cost FPGA logic cell modiications that can lead to signiicantly improved performance GPCs and the XnorPopcount operation. We then added these primitives to a set of state-of-the-art compressor tree primitives (adders, GPCs, and compressors) described in literature and built an ILP model for inding optimal solutions for FPGA-based compressor tree implementations for both Xilinx and Intel FPGAs. Using this ILP, we were able to show that our modiications lead to substantial performance gains. LUXOR is a vendor-agnostic modiication, which augments each logic cell datapath with a dedicated 6-input XOR circuit, reduces the cost of the commonly used (C6:111) GPC from 3 LEs to just 2 and enables eicient XnorPopcount implementations.Over a benchmark set, this reduces the logic utilization cost of compressor trees by up to 36% (average 12ś19%) on both Intel and Xilinx FPGAs, with a silicon area overhead of <0.5%. The architectural re-design is taken a step further with LUXOR+, which proposes carefully-crafted vendor-speciic modiications. LUXOR+ requires Figure 13 : XnorPopcount micro-benchmarks found in BNN Convolution Layers in [7, 27] an additional 3ś6% silicon area, can improve our micro-benchmark results to up to 48% (average 26ś34%).
